If you find the level of financial compensation not acceptable, briefly state why not.

should be equal across schools

Should be equal across the disciplines/schools.

Same in each school

Either give me Release Time, or compensate me accordingly--I don't believe $900 (for SAS Faculty) is equal to a one-course release.

I think the administration's planning and execution of the WTE at Washburn University has, at best, been poor. Why are we discussing compensation when the horse is already out of the barn and half way to the next county? This is ludicrous. In addition, the administration needs to wake up to the fact that faculty are way over extended as it is and the compensation packages offered at WU are not adequate. The university has relied way too much for way too long on the good will of the faculty, staff, and students. If this so-called signature experience plan isn't managed well and quickly, it will become a big smudge on the university's reputation that will run deep and endure for a long, long time.

The same amount should be given to all faculty regardless of their school affiliation.

i find it completely unacceptable to have inequitable compensation packages across units. This only breeds animosity among units -- which is already a big problem on campus.

It should be equal across the board.

It should be the same for everyone

Same compensation amount for all faculty.

n/a

The amount is less of an issue than that it be equal across each unit.